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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] The present application claims priority to provi-
sional patent application No. 61/060,040, to Maltz et al.,
entitled "DATA CENTER INTERCONNECT AND TRAF-
FIC ENGINEERING," filed on June 9, 2008.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Applications hosted in today’s data centers suf-
fer from internal fragmentation of resources, rigidity, and
bandwidth constraints imposed by the architecture of the
network connecting the data center’s servers. The cur-
rent conventional architecture statically maps web serv-
ices to Ethernet VLANs, each constrained in size to a
few hundred servers owing to control plane overheads.
The IP routers used to span traffic across VLANs and
the load balancers used to spray requests within a VLAN
across servers are realized via expensive customized
hardware and proprietary software. Expensive IP router
ports thus become the bottleneck for any-rack-to-any-
rack server connectivity, thus constraining the traffic for
many data intensive applications (e.g., data mining,
map/reduce computations, distributed file systems, blob
stores). Further, the conventional architecture concen-
trates traffic in a few pieces of hardware that must be
frequently upgraded and replaced to keep pace with de-
mand - an approach that directly contradicts the prevail-
ing philosophy in the rest of the data center, which is to
scale out (adding more cheap components) rather than
scale up (adding more power and complexity to a small
number of expensive components). This concentration
of traffic into a small number of network routers and
switches also puts the network at risk of failures and out-
ages, as failure of this small a number of components
overcomes the redundancy built into the system and
leads to an outage. Commodity switching hardware is
now becoming available with very high port speeds at
very low port cost, making this the right time to redesign
the data center networking infrastructure.
[0003] A data center is comprised of both server and
networking components, where the distance between the
components is typically less than a millisecond of speed
of light propagation time (i.e., crossing a handful of
switches at 1 Gbps speeds or greater). The server portion
of the infrastructure is now far down the road of commod-
itization --- high-end enterprise-class servers have been
replaced by large numbers of low cost PCs. Innovation
in distributed computing and systems management soft-
ware have enabled the unreliability of individual servers
to be masked by the aggregated reliability of the system
as a whole. The running theme is "scaling out instead of
scaling up," driven by the economics of PC commoditi-
zation. Commodity parts are characterized by: wide avail-
ability, standardization, and drivers for increased capa-
bilities (e.g., 1Gbps, 10Gbps technology already availa-

ble, 100Gbps technology now emerging).
[0004] The network portion of the data center infra-
structure presents the next frontier for commoditization.
The increase in the number of servers that need to be
interconnected has stretched the limits of enterprise net-
working solutions so much that current architectures re-
semble a spectrum of patches and workarounds for pro-
tocols that were originally intended to work in enterprise
networks orders of magnitude smaller.
[0005] Some challenges and requirements of conven-
tional data centers will now be explained with reference
to Figure 1, which shows a conventional architecture 100
for a data center, taken from a recommended source.
See "Cisco systems: Data center: Load balancing data
center services, 2004". Multiple applications run inside
the data center, but typically each application is hosted
on its own set of (potentially virtual) server machines 102
with a single organization owning and controlling the ac-
tivity inside the data center. Requests from the Internet
104 are typically sent to a publicly visible and routable
Virtual IP address (VIP), and there are one or more VIPs
associated with each application running in the data cent-
er.
[0006] Requests arriving from the Internet are IP (layer
3) routed through border routers (BR) and access routers
(AR) to a layer 2 domain based on the destination VIP
address. The VIP is configured onto the two load balanc-
ers (LB) connected to the top switches (S), and complex
mechanisms are used to ensure that if one load balancer
fails, the other picks up the traffic. See "Virtual router
redundancy protocol (VRRP)" by E. R. Hinden. For each
VIP, the load balancers are configured with a list of Direct
IP addresses (DIPs), which are the private and internal
addresses of physical servers 102 in the racks below the
load balancers. This list of DIPs defines the pool of serv-
ers that can handle requests to that VIP, and the load
balancer spreads requests across the DIPs in the pool.
[0007] As the number of servers required in the data
center grows, additional pairs of switches and associated
racks are added to the layer 2 domain, as shown in the
figure. Layer 2 subnets are constrained in size to a few
hundred servers owing to the overheads of broadcast
and control plane traffic, so VLANs are configured on the
Layer 2 switches to divide up the domain into multiple
layer 2 subnets, one sub-net per VLAN. When the layer
2 domains eventually hits limits associated with large Eth-
ernet domains (e.g., VLAN exhaustion, broadcast/control
traffic) at a size of about 4,000 servers, additional layer
2 domains are created and connected to other pairs of
access routers.
[0008] The conventional approach has the following
problems:
[0009] Fragmentation of resources: Popular load bal-
ancing techniques, such as destination NAT (or half-
NAT) and direct server return, require that all DIPs in a
VIP’s pool be in the same layer 2 domain. See "Load
Balancing Servers, Firewalls, and Caches" by C. Koppa-
rapu. This constraint means that if an application grows
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and requires more servers, it cannot use available serv-
ers in other layer 2 domains - ultimately resulting in frag-
mentation and under-utilization of resources. Load bal-
ancing via Source NAT (or full-NAT) does allow servers
to be spread across layer 2 domains, but then the servers
never see the client IP, which is often unacceptable be-
cause servers need to log the client IP for regulatory com-
pliance and data mining.
[0010] Poor server to server connectivity: The hierar-
chical nature of the network means that for servers in
different layer 2 domains to communicate, traffic must go
through the layer 3 portion of the network. Since layer 3
ports are significantly more expensive then layer 2 ports,
these links are typically oversubscribed (e.g., the capac-
ity of the links between access routers and border routers
is less than the sum of the output capacity of the servers
connected to the access routers). The result is that the
bandwidth available between servers in different parts of
the data center can be quite limited. This creates a seri-
ous global optimization problem as all servers belonging
to all applications must be placed with great care to en-
sure the sum of their traffic does not saturate any of the
network links, and achieving this level of coordination
between applications is difficult in practice. The lack of
sufficient capacity between servers also fragments the
pool of servers. For example, when an application run-
ning in the data center needs more servers to handle its
workload, unused servers located elsewhere in the data
center cannot be placed into service if there is insufficient
capacity between them and the existing application serv-
ers.
[0011] Proprietary hardware that scales up, not out:
The load balancers in the conventional architecture are
used in pairs in a 1+1 resiliency configuration. When the
load becomes too great for the load balancers, operators
replace the existing load balancers with a new pair having
more capacity, and it is impossible to add a single load
balancer to obtain more capacity.
[0012] US 2007/0002770 A1 relates to load balancing
on Ethernet networks. Packets from a source are not sent
out on the same spanning tree every time, but packets
from a source are sent out on different spanning trees,
which leads to packets taking different paths through the
network. By load balancing the traffic, the network is bet-
ter able to handle dynamic traffic patterns. Ethernet serv-
ices are delivered by transporting Ethernet frames over
multiprotocol label switching (MPLS). The Ethernet over
MPLS approach is realized by defining provider edge
(PE) nodes that are interconnected via a full mesh of
MPLS tunnels transporting pseudo wires (PWs). In the
native Ethernet approach, the network consists of Eth-
ernet switches/bridges. Packet forwarding is based on
self-learning of medium access control (MAC) addresses
that relies on a loop free topology. Different services are
separated by using virtual LANs (VLANs) inside the net-
work. The service provider creates a full mesh of label
switched path (LSP) tunnels between every pair of PEs.
This may lead to a lot of overprovision in the network, as

the traffic matrix is unknown and may change rapidly.
Each ingress node distributes the incoming customer/ac-
cess-network traffic over all the multiple spanning trees.
This distribution can be round robin independent of the
destination of the frame. Instead of using round robin
distribution, a hash function over, for example, the source
and/or destination address are used to determine the in-
termediate node or spanning tree.
[0013] US 2007/0233896 A1 relates to load balancing
and overload control techniques for use in Session Initi-
ation Protocol (SIP)-based networks, such as IP multi-
media Sub-system (IMS) networks, and other types of
communication networks. A first server receives feed-
back information from downstream servers of the net-
work, the downstream servers including at least first and
second downstream servers associated with respective
first and second paths between the first server and the
target server, the feedback information comprising con-
gestion measures for the respective downstream serv-
ers. The message routing process may be adjusted by,
for example, adjusting routing information which speci-
fies relative percentages of a given set of messages to
be routed on the first and second paths. The routing in-
formation may comprise at least first and second routing
probabilities for the respective first and second paths,
stored in a routing table or other suitable data structure.
The topology of a SIP-based network includes core serv-
ers and ingress/egress servers. Each of the in-
gress/egress servers is coupled to a number of UAs and
to the core servers.

SUMMARY

[0014] It is the object of the present invention to im-
prove scalability of a data center.
[0015] This object is solved by the subject matter of
the independent claim.
[0016] Preferred embodiments are defined by the de-
pendent claims.
[0017] The present system relates to a simple design
for scaling out data center networking. The system de-
sign uses a simple mesh-like architecture, commodity
switches, modifications to the control plane to control pro-
tocol overheads and to support flexible traffic engineering
through multipath routing. It disaggregates the function
of load balancing into a group of standard servers, with
the result that load balancing server hardware can be
distributed amongst racks in the data center leading to
greater agility and less fragmentation. The architecture
creates a huge, flexible switching domain, supporting any
server/any service, full mesh agility, and unregimented
server capacity at low cost.
[0018] In embodiments, the system includes an inter-
connection topology for a data center having a plurality
of servers and a plurality of nodes of a network in the
data center through which data packets may be routed.
The system uses a routing scheme where the routing is
oblivious to the traffic pattern between nodes in the net-
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work, and wherein the interconnection topology contains
a plurality of paths between one or more servers.
[0019] Contrasting with the conventional architecture,
the present architecture meets the following challenges:
[0020] Placement anywhere: The architecture allows
any server anywhere in the data center to be a part of
the pool of servers behind any VIP, so that server pools
can be dynamically shrunk or expanded. That is, the serv-
ers and the DIPs behind each VIP may be placed any-
where in the data center.
[0021] Server to server bandwidth: Many applications
require extensive computation inside the data center, so
the architecture optimizes bandwidth between every pair
of servers in the data center, regardless of where they
are located.
[0022] Commodity hardware that scales out: As more
capacity is needed, the present system makes it easier
to add more individual components than replace existing
components with newer, higher capacity models. This
requires that the architecture supports a resiliency model
where all components are active, and where a failure of
1 out of n components removes just 1/n-th of the total
capacity.
[0023] Support any number of servers, with the same
architecture: Data centers of the future will provide inten-
sive internal communications between roughly 100,000
servers. The present system allows efficient load balanc-
ing and communication between servers of this volume.
Information storage and messaging for switching and
load balancing scales linearly with the number of servers.
Network hardware and messaging scales as n log n with
the number of network elements.
[0024] As explained below, the present system meets
these challenges by leveraging the programmability of
servers, switches with standard routing and encapsula-
tion capabilities, and certain useful data plane primitives
implemented in the switch hardware.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025]

Figure 1 is a diagram of a conventional network ar-
chitecture for data centers.

Figure 2 is a diagram of an overview of the architec-
ture of the present system showing all servers con-
nected by a network with no oversubscribed links.

Figure 3 is a diagram of a networking stack of a host.

Figure 4 is an exemplary diagram of a packet
processing when packets go from one server to an-
other in the same data center.

Figure 5 is a diagram of a network path for connec-
tions across the Internet.

Figure 6 is a diagram of an example topology for
switches connecting 103,680 servers.

Figure 7 is a diagram of an example interconnect
topology.

Figure 8 is a diagram of an example interconnect
topology.

Figure 9 is a diagram of double scaling the intercon-
nect topology using 144-port switches.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0026] The present system will now be explained with
reference to Figs. 2-9. Given the availability of commodity
switching hardware with 1 Gbps ports below $100 and
falling to $10, 10 Gbps ports falling below $1,000 to $100,
and with 40Gbps and 100Gbps on the verge of stand-
ardization, the time is right to redesign the data center
networking infrastructure. The following provides a sys-
tem for commoditizing the networks of data centers used
for "cloud" services where large numbers of servers co-
operatively handle huge workloads (e.g., web search-
ing). Features of the present system include:
[0027] Traffic Engineering on a Mesh: Valiant load bal-
ancing (VLB) is used on a mesh of commodity switches
to realize a hot-spot free core fabric that supports arbi-
trary traffic patterns in an oblivious manner (i.e., it ac-
commodates any traffic matrix permitted by the server
interface cards). The role of the switches simplifies to
fast forwarding, with much of the complexity in scaling
and control shifted to the servers.
[0028] Scale to Huge Layer 2 Domain: Packets are di-
rected between servers using flat addresses, so that any
address can be used by any server regardless of where
in the data center it is physically connected. As used here-
in, a flat address is one that indicates only the identity of
a server or destination and not the location at which the
server or destination is connected to the network. Flat
addresses are distinguished from other addresses which
are topologically significant, meaning that the address
not only identifies the server or destination, but also in-
dicates where the server or destination is connected to
the network. The network appears to the servers as a
single huge layer 2 domain, but techniques are used so
this domain can scale up to 100 thousand servers or
more.
[0029] Disaggregated Load Balancing Functionality:
load balancing is implemented as an integrated part of
packet forwarding, so that traffic to any IP address can
be spread across multiple servers using consistent hash-
ing.
[0030] In the description below, the terms "data packet"
and "packet" are used to refer to a sequence of data sent
by a server that begins with a header. That header might
be either layer 2 or layer 3, and the following data may
include additional headers. In the description below, the
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terms "router" and "switch" are used interchangeably to
refer to a component that receives packets on at least
one port and transmits packets out one or more ports in
response.

ARCHITECTURE

[0031] Figure 2 provides an overview of architecture
200 according to the present system. Two features are
the network that connects together all 100,000 servers
inside the data center in a single layer 2 domain and the
flexible ways in which requests can be distributed over
pools of servers. The architecture is explained below,
followed by subsections providing more detail on each
point.
[0032] The network 207 is designed to have full reach-
ability with no oversubscribed links, meaning that any
server can communicate with any other server at the full
1 Gbps rate of the servers’ network interfaces. The sup-
port for a flat address space efficiently supports the form
of mobility seen in data centers: migration of images or
virtual machines from one physical machine to another,
through registration of the new location. The result is
transparent to VIP/DIP mappings on load balancers and
security policies on application servers, which operate at
layers 3-7.
[0033] The layer 3 portion of the network of the present
system uses Equal Cost MultiPath (ECMP) to spread the
requests received from the Internet 202 equally over all
border routers (BR) and access routers (AR). As the re-
quests enter the layer 2 domain, the access routers
spread the requests equally over the set of servers 206
acting as load balancers for the destination VIP using
consistent hashing. Through configuration or switch pro-
grammability, weighted multipath rather than equal cost
multipath can be used. Finally, the load balancers spread
the requests using an application-specific load distribu-
tion function over the pool of servers 210, identified by
their DIPs, that implement the application functionality.
[0034] The ability of the present system to spread the
packets destined to an IP address over a set of servers
206 means that load balancers can be disaggregated -
that is, built from commodity servers instead of special-
ized high-throughput hardware. As the offered load be-
gins to overwhelm the existing load balancers, additional
servers 206 can be provisioned as load balancers to di-
lute the load. Additionally, using commodity servers as
load balancers enables them to be fully programmable,
with their algorithms tunable to particular data center ap-
plications rather than making do with the algorithms ven-
dors provide in firmware.
[0035] As indicated in Figure 2, the failure of any ac-
cess router, load balancer, or server does not cause long
term harm to the functioning of the data center. A health
service continually monitors the liveness of each server,
and when a problem is detected that server is taken out
of the rotation pool and new requests are no longer sent
to it. (Both control and management plane realizations

are possible. See, for example, "Autopilot: Automatic da-
ta center management" by M. Isard).

Available Components

[0036] In designing a data center network of the
present system, it is desirable to use low-cost switches
for two reasons. The first reason is economics. Low-cost
switches reduce the total cost of the network. The second
reason is the redundancy model. Using multiple low-cost
switches enables an n+m redundancy model with grace-
ful degradation under failure. While low-cost switches
lack many of the packet handling features of more ex-
pensive switches or routers, the present architecture
shows how switches having a forwarding plane imple-
mented in hardware but with programmable control plane
software are sufficient to implement an elegant and per-
formant design. Low-cost switches have the following
characteristics that impact the design of a data center
network.
[0037] Encapsulation/decapsulation mechanisms:
Encapsulation allows a switch to carry one type of packet
inside another, with the forwarding of the overall packet
determined by the outermost headers. Decapsulation al-
lows a switch that receives an ecapsulated packet ad-
dressed to it to remove the outermost header and then
forward the packet using its normal forwarding rules, but
applied to the next outermost header. As shown in the
sections that follow, having switches that implement this
primitive is valuable, as it allows software on the end-
servers to orchestrate sophisticated network behavior,
and server software can be written, modified, and de-
ployed more easily than software on the switches. Low-
cost switches often implement a plurality of ecapsula-
tion/decapsulation mechanisms. A first example is IP-in-
IP encapsulation (defined by Request For Comments
2003), where an IP packet is encapsulated inside another
IP header. A second example is VLAN encapsulation,
where a packet is encapsulated inside an 802.1 header
containing a VLAN tag. A third example is MAC-in-MAC
tunneling (set forth in IEEE 802.1ah) defines a layer 2
analogue to IP-in-IP encapsulation. When a switch re-
ceives a packet sent to its own MAC address, it removes
the outermost MAC header, and, if there is another MAC
header inside, forwards the packet towards the MAC des-
tination address in the inner header. Today 802.1 ah is
implemented in "carrier Ethernet" switches, but it is ex-
pected to become widely available.
[0038] Limited forwarding table sizes: Due to the cost
of large on-chip memories, low-cost switches often have
small forwarding tables. For example, while a few switch-
es support over 100K MAC entries in their forwarding
tables, the vast majority of switches support only 16,000
MAC entries or 12,000 IP route entries. Since a data cent-
er with 100K servers is targeted, it is clear that not every
switch can hold a route to each server.
[0039] Node degree: Low-cost switches are available
in a variety of node degrees, so multiple types of switches
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may be used. For example, a top-of-rack (TOR) switch
that aggregates the 20 1-Gbps links coming from the 20
servers in each rack onto 2 10-Gbps uplinks. As a second
example, a "core" switch with 144 ports of 10-Gbps.
Switches in these classes are available from vendors
such as Broadcom, Arastra, Woven Systems, Fulcrum
Microsystems, Nortel, and Extreme.

Server-to-Server Forwarding

[0040] The ability to forward packets between servers
in the data center is a basic aspect of the present system,
and other functions are built on top of it. There are three
main issues to solve in providing forwarding.
[0041] Forwarding scalability: the present system must
connect 100,000 servers using a network built of switch-
es that can only store 16,000 forwarding entries each.
The present system cannot allow the switches to see the
destination address of every server.
[0042] The solution of the present system is to have
the sending server encapsulate its packets to the desti-
nation’s top-of-rack switch, so that switches need only
store forwarding entries for other switches and their own
directly connected servers. There are multiple embodi-
ments possible. In one embodiment, the L2 packet sent
by the server is encapsulated in a MAC-in-MAC packet.
In another embodiment, the L3 packet sent by the server
is encapsulated in an IP-in-IP packet. In further embod-
iments, the packet might be encapsulated in a VLAN or
Q-in-Q (VLAN in VLAN). It should be understood that
"top-of-rack switch" is used to describe a switch to which
a server is connected. This switch is often found located
in the same rack as the server, but the location of the
switch is not significant and it can, if desired, be located
elsewhere in the data center or integrated into a package
with the server(s) (as in a blade server configuration
where a package consists of a plurality of servers or cen-
tral processing units connected by a switch).
[0043] ARP scalability: The goal is to create a single
large layer 2 domain that supports flat addresses and
connects all servers. As described above, a failure of the
conventional design is that each server uses the Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) to resolve the address of the
other servers with which it wishes to communicate. The
broadcast packets used by the ARP protocol cause un-
acceptable overheads that limit the size of the layer 2
domain to far less than the number of servers desired
(e.g., 100,000 servers). The solution of the present sys-
tem is to intercept the ARP packets generated by the
server before they leave the server, and instead sending
requests to a directory service. The directory service re-
turns the addresses that the sending server must use
(e.g., the MAC or IP address of the destination server,
and/or the MAC or IP address of the top of rack switch
to which the destination server is connected, and/or the
intermediate switch or switches).
[0044] Traffic engineering: Without knowing the traffic
patterns of the applications that will run over it, the

present system must support any traffic matrix in which
no server is asked to send or receive more traffic than
the 1-Gbps its network interface allows (known as the
hose traffic model. See "A flexible model for resource
management in virtual private network" by N. G. Duffield,
P. Goyal, A. G. Greenberg, P. P. Mishra, K. K. Ram-
akrishnan, and J. E. van der Merwe).
[0045] The solution of the present system is to use Val-
iant load balancing (VLB), an oblivious routing strategy
known to handle arbitrary traffic variations that obey the
hose model. See "A Versatile Scheme for Routing Highly
Variable Traffic in Service Overlays and IP Backbones"
by M. Kodialam, T. V. Lakshman, J. B. Orlin, and S. Sen-
gupta, and "Designing a Predictable Internet Backbone
Network" by R. Zhang-Shen and N. McKeown. VLB re-
quires that every packet sent across the network first
"bounce" off a randomly chosen intermediate switch be-
fore being forwarded to its destination. The present sys-
tem implements VLB by adding an additional encapsu-
lation header to packets that directs them to a randomly
chosen switch. Use of a congestion control mechanism
(e.g., TCP in IP networks or QCN in Ethernet networks)
converts arbitrary offered traffic demands into traffic ma-
trix loads close to those admissible under the hose model
- traffic sent or from a port at the network edge does not
exceed the port speed. In combination, congestion con-
trol, VLB, and the appropriate switch topology, assure
uniform high throughput.
[0046] Load spreading: In building data center appli-
cations it is frequently useful to be able to spread requests
across a set of servers.
[0047] The solution of the present system is to support
load spreading as a part of basic forwarding. Whenever
the present system has a packet to send to an IP address
I, it is prepared for that IP I address to resolve to a list of
MAC or IP addresses, these addresses being associated
with other servers each of which is appropriate for
processing packets originally sent by the application to
IP address I. In this case, the sender may use consistent
hashing to select the address to which the packet is sent.
[0048] Taken together, these solutions enable a large
layer 2 domain with the traffic oblivious properties of VLB
while, for example, using switches with small, and for-
warding tables. The load spreading ability of the network,
created by the ability of a single IP address to resolve to
a plurality of addresses, means that load balancing can
be implemented using the servers themselves, without
the need for specialized load balancing hardware.

Obtaining Path Information From the Directory

[0049] When the application running on a server 210
presents its network stack with a packet to send to an IP
address, the server needs two pieces of information be-
fore it can create and send a packet. As explained above,
it must have the list of addresses for the servers respon-
sible for handling that IP address, and the address of the
top-of-rack switch where each of those servers is con-
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nected. It also needs a list of switch addresses from which
it will randomly pick a switch to "bounce" the packet off of.
[0050] Servers obtain these pieces of information from
a directory service maintained by the present system.
The means by which the directory service is populated
with data is explained below.
[0051] Figure 3 shows the networking stack 300 of a
server 210 in the present system. The traditional ARP
implementation has been disabled and replaced with a
process, which may run in user or kernel mode, referred
to as agent 302, and a new virtual interface, called the
encapsulator 306, has been added to encapsulate out-
going packets. These changes are completely transpar-
ent to applications. When the encapsulator 306 receives
a packet from the IP network stack, it computes a flow id
for the packet and examines its cache of active flows for
a matching entry. If there is no entry, it queues the packet
and sends a request to the agent 302 to look up the re-
mote IP using the directory service.
[0052] Once the directory service returns the ad-
dress(es) to which the IP address resolves, the ad-
dress(es) of the top of rack switches to which those serv-
er(s) are connected, and the set of VLB intermediate
switches to use, the encapsulator 306 chooses a desti-
nation address (and its corresponding top-of-rack switch
address) and a VLB intermediate node for the flow and
caches this mapping. The server may choose a different
intermediate node for every flow, thus spreading its load
among all VLB intermediate nodes while not causing TCP
packet reordering. If the directory service maps a remote
IP address to a list of addresses, servers will choose a
different address for each flow to the remote IP, thereby
implementing load spreading.
[0053] With the information from the entry in the flow
cache, encapsulating and forwarding a packet is straight-
forward. Figure 4 shows how IP packets 400 are trans-
mitted with three headers. The outermost header 402
has the selected intermediate node (N) as the destina-
tion, the middle header 404 has the target’s top-of-rack
switch (TD) as the destination, and the innermost header
406 has the address of the ultimate destination (D). It is
understood that a variety of header encapsulation proto-
cols can be used, including MAC, VLAN or IP. The send-
ing server’s top-of-rack switch (TS) forwards the packet
towards the VLB intermediate node, which upon receiv-
ing the packet removes the outer header and forwards
the packet to the destination’s top-of-rack switch. The
process repeats, with the top-of-rack switch forwarding
a normal Ethernet packet with a single header towards
the destination server.
[0054] Prior work, such as SEIZE (see "Building scal-
able self-configuring networks with SEIZE" by C. Kim, M.
Caesar, and J. Rexford), also use an intermediate switch
to "bounce" off traffic. However, a major difference be-
tween the present system and SEIZE is that SEIZE routes
all traffic to a given destination through the same inter-
mediate node, while the present system spreads the traf-
fic across all available intermediate nodes to obtain the

benefits of VLB.

External Connections

[0055] Figure 5 shows the network path for connec-
tions that originate or terminate outside the data center.
External traffic enters and exits the data center through
Border Routers (BR). The Border Routers are connected
to a set of Access Routers (AR) through a layer-3 Equal
Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) routing configuration.
[0056] As described above, traffic is routed inside the
data center by address resolution through the directory
service of the present system and encapsulation of Eth-
ernet packets at the source. Since the Access Routers
may not be modified to do source routing, all the external
traffic may be routed through special servers 502, called
Ingress Servers, that act as gateways to the data center.
[0057] Each Ingress Server has two network interfaces
- one is directly connected to an Access Router and the
other is connected to the data center network via a top-
of-rack switch. For packets from the Internet, the Ingress
Server 502 takes packets from the Access Router, re-
solves internal IPs using the directory service of the
present system and forwards traffic inside the data center
using the same server to server forwarding mechanisms
described earlier. The directory service maps the IP ad-
dress of the layer 2 domain’s default gateway to the MAC
address of the ingress servers, so packets headed to the
Internet flow out through them to the access routers.
[0058] In an alternate embodiment, an ingress server
might have one network interface, with that interface con-
nected to a top-of-rack switch.

Load Balancing

[0059] Many data center applications require the ability
to distribute work over a pool of servers. In some cases,
the work originates from clients in the Internet, in others
cases, from servers inside the data center. The present
system provides mechanisms that support the most com-
mon types of work distribution.
[0060] Load spreading: When the objective is to have
requests spread evenly over a pool of servers and the
servers should see the IP address of the client as the
source address of the request, the load spreading prim-
itive offered by server-to-server forwarding according to
the present system is sufficient. All servers in the pool
would be configured with the VIP associated with the pool
as well as their own IP address. The directory service
will then maintain the addresses of all servers in the pool
associated with the VIP. In response to a given request
for the VIP, and consistent hashing will be used to pick
the server for each request.
[0061] Load balancing: When the objective is to place
middle boxes in front of the actual servers, the present
system may use the approach shown in Figure 2. The
VIP is configured onto all the middle boxes, causing the
ingress servers to use consistent hashing and the load
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spreading method described above to spread requests
evenly across the middle boxes. By spreading the load
across multiple middle boxes in this manner, the present
system supports an N+1 failover configuration, as op-
posed to the 1+1 failover configuration used by the con-
ventional architecture.
[0062] The middle boxes are free to implement any
function the application desires. For example, the middle
box might implement a load balancer that rewrites the
source and destination IP addresses to spread requests
over a second pool of servers using some workload or
request-sensitive logic, or it might do deep packet inspec-
tion to validate the request before sending it on to an
application server.
[0063] As another example, the middle box might ter-
minate incoming TCP connections and decrypt SSL con-
nections contained in them, thereby offloading the work
from the application servers. This example also illustrates
why load spreading must use consistent hashing - ECMP
might direct packets that are part of the same TCP con-
nection to several different access routers and ingress
servers. Yet, it is critical that all those packets end up
being sent to the same middle box, and consistent hash-
ing will ensure that happens. An alternative to consistent
hashing is per-flow state synchronization among nodes.

Switch Topology

[0064] There are many physical topologies by which
the switches making up the layer 2 domain might be con-
nected, but this section provides one concrete example
of a topology that interconnects ≈100,000 servers and is
particularly well suited for Valiant load balancing.
[0065] As shown in Figure 6, each top-of-rack switch
602 has 2 10-Gbps ports on the network side that connect
to two different core ingress-egress switches 604 for
fault-tolerance. There are n1 = 144 such ingress-egress
switches 604 in one embodiment. These ingress-egress
switches have no links between them, but each of them
connects, through a 10-Gbps port, to every intermediate
switch 602, of which there are n2 = 72. This topology is
an adaptation of a Clos network, and is particularly well
suited for use in VLB, as it adds minimal stretch (extra
hops) to the paths taken by flows. In addition, every flow
can choose its intermediate switch 602 to bounce off of
from among the same set of switches 602.

Control Plane

[0066] The control plane of the present system has at
least two responsibilities: first, maintaining the forwarding
tables in the switches; and second, operating a directory
service that tracks the port at which every server is con-
nected to the network, as well as the server’s IP and MAC
addresses.
[0067] The top-of-rack switches may be programmed
to track the IP and MAC addresses of the servers directly
connected to them, and announce this information in a

Link-State Advertisement (LSA). Alternatively, the provi-
sioning system that assigns servers to a data center ap-
plication may record the MAC address, IP address, and
TOR of each server as it assigns them.
[0068] Maintaining Forwarding Tables: As set forth
above, the present system requires that every switch
have a forwarding table with an entry for every other
switch. Any technique that can compute routes among
the roughly 5K switches in the data center could be used.
In one possible embodiment, the switches run a link-state
routing protocol among themselves. In an alternate em-
bodiment, logically-centralized routing may be used
based on the 4D architecture to compute the forwarding
tables for the switches and recompute the tables as need-
ed in response to failures. Tesseract (see Tesseract: A
4D network control plane by H. Yan, D. A. Maltz, T. S.
E. Ng, H. Gogineni, H. Zhang, and Z. Cai) demonstrates
that centralized control implemented using decision ele-
ments scales easily to manage 1000 switches, so com-
puting routes for the roughly 5,000 switches in a 100,000
server data center may be accomplished.
[0069] To eliminate the scaling problems caused by
broadcast traffic, the switches may be programmed to
forward any packet for which they do not have a forward-
ing entry to the decision elements. This traps any broad-
cast packet a server might send (e.g., DHCP requests),
and allows the decision element to decide how to handle
it. To prevent the transparent learning algorithms from
altering the forwarding tables created by the decision el-
ement, learning on the switches may be disabled. In an
alternate embodiment, other agents on the switches may
be used to intercept and forward broadcast traffic. For
example, DHCP relay agents on the switches might be
used to forward DHCP requests to the DHCP servers. In
yet another embodiment, the agent on each server might
intercept the broadcast or multicast packets the server
attempts to send and redirect these to a decision element
or directory server for handling.
[0070] Maintaining a Directory Service: There are
many ways to implement the directory service required
by the present system, but one such method is as follows:
the decision elements that run the control plane offer a
directory service that maps the IP address of a server to
a list of (server address, top-of rack switch address) tu-
ples and a list of intermediate node addresses. This de-
sign is simple to implement as much of the information
needed to populate the directory service comes from the
LSAs obtained from the top-of-rack switches and is al-
ready available to the decision elements.
[0071] When a server crashes, however, it may take
some time before the LSA updates and the server is re-
moved from the directory service. Most data center ap-
plications already provide a health service that monitors
the servers (e.g., AutoPilot, see "Autopilot: Automatic da-
ta center management" by M. Isard), and the present
system leverages this health service to quickly remove
failed servers from the pools of servers that requests are
load-balanced across.
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[0072] In an alternate embodiment, the directory serv-
ice is implemented by servers that are not directly in-
volved in the operation of the network control plane. In
this embodiment, the servers are informed of the map-
pings between IP addresses, top-of-rack switch address-
es and intermediate switch addresses as part of a provi-
sioning process, configuration process, or via the regis-
tration of servers with the DHCP system.
[0073] The directory service can also be used to im-
plement security policies (e.g., for isolating applications
from each other) by disallowing the resolution of certain
IP addresses by certain servers.
[0074] Given the scale, cost and importance of emerg-
ing cloud service data centers, it is incumbent on the
networking community to rethink the components and
overall architecture of their networks. Components of
these data centers include: powerful multi-core servers
with Gigabit speed network ports at remarkably low price
points; distributed systems that automate the configura-
tion and management of hundreds of thousands of serv-
ers and switches; and all of this under a single organiza-
tion’s control. Together, these factors open up the op-
portunity for fundamental change to servers and switches
internal to the data center, while still maintaining an ex-
ternal IP interface. Unfortunately, the prevailing data
center network architecture (Figure 1) falls short of real-
izing the full benefits of these components. In particular,
in today’s cloud services data centers, network and serv-
er capacity is fragmented, and bisection bandwidth is one
to two orders of magnitude below aggregate server band-
width.
[0075] In the present system, a network design is pro-
vided that leverages the power of emerging data center
components. The ability to put networking functionality
into hosts is exploited to realize disaggregated scalable
load balancing on commodity servers, as well as ancillary
network health monitoring and directory services. With
functionality thus refactored, the control plane and data
plane may be scaled to support a huge layer 2 switching
domain providing full bandwidth between all servers in
the data center.
[0076] An important design goal for data center inter-
connect and traffic engineering is to support arbitrary traf-
fic patterns among all servers in the data center subject
to server line card ingress/egress constraints (which is
currently 1 Gbps). This means that concurrent flows may
exist between any pair of servers at any given time so
long as the total traffic entering or exiting a server is at
most 1 Gbps. This traffic variation model, also known as
hose traffic model (see "A flexible model for resource
management in virtual private networks" by N. G. Duff-
ield, P. Goyal, A. G. Greenberg, P. P. Mishra, K. K. Ra-
makrishnan, and J. E. van der Merwe), has been consid-
ered in the literature in the context of ISP backbone de-
sign (e.g., specifying the traffic requirements of a Virtual
Private Network (VPN)). To route traffic in the hose mod-
el, some concrete interconnection topologies are set forth
herein that take switch port counts into consideration to-

gether with oblivious routing strategies that guarantee
throughput to hose traffic without the need to measure
traffic in real-time or reconfigure the network in response
to it.
[0077] The present design uses a simple mesh-like ar-
chitecture, commodity switches, modifications to the con-
trol plane to control protocol overheads (e.g., from ARP)
and to support flexible traffic engineering through multi-
path routing (See, "A scheme for fast parallel communi-
cation", SIAM Journal on Computing" by L. G. Valiant).
It disaggregates the function of load balancing into a
group of regular servers, with the result that load balanc-
ing server hardware can be distributed amongst racks in
the data center leading to greater agility and less frag-
mentation. The architecture creates a huge, flexible layer
2 switching domain, supporting any server/any service,
full mesh agility, and unfragmented server capacity at
low cost.

Interconnect Topology Construction

[0078] The following constructions produce a very high
throughput network, through the interconnection of
smaller switching nodes. The fabric provides very high
agility and very high efficiency - meaning the fabric allows
high speed transfers to take place from any node to any
other node, regardless of node location. Moreover, any
service can be supported on any node, and that service
can be migrated dynamically to other nodes. Advanta-
geous properties of these constructions include:

• Support for arbitrary traffic mixes and matrices, at
full rate. Specifically, the n node fabric can be used
to support any traffic matrix T with Σj Ti,j < ci and Σi
Ti,j < dj, where Ti,j is the demand from node i to node
j of the plurality of nodes, ci is the maximum rate at
which node i can successfully send traffic and dj is
the maximum rate at which node j can successfully
receive traffic.

• Support for a wide set of node and link failures, with
small impact to the surviving fabric and graceful deg-
radation of service bandwidth, through either adap-
tive adjustment of the routing scheme or the action
of (re)randomizing the selection of addresses for the
destination servers, top-of-rack switches, or interme-
diate switches.

• Support for multi-path routing, either through random
or hash-based load spreading mechanisms, or
through traffic engineering mechanisms.

• Support for TCP friendly behavior, meaning packet
re-ordering events are rare.

• Support for ingress/egress traffic into and out of the
switching fabric.
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• Support for load balancing of traffic across arbitrary
groups of nodes.

• Integration of automated network and systems man-
agement.

[0079] The building blocks are nodes of at least two
types:

• Type 1: degree d1, speed s1 (i.e., d1 bi-directional
ports, with each port running at speed s1 in each
direction).

• Type 2: degree d2, speed s2 (i.e., d2 bi-directional
ports, with each port running at speed s2 in each
direction).

• In general, Type i: degree di, speed si (i.e., di bi-
directional ports, with each port running at speed si
in each direction).

[0080] Type 1 nodes are assumed to provide access;
i.e., to source and to sink traffic - these have some
number p of ports on the access side running at access
speeds. Type 2 (or higher) nodes are assumed to act as
transit between type 1 nodes.
[0081] In the network formed by type 1 and type 2
nodes, any of a plurality of routing algorithms can be
used. Three types of routing algorithms which may be
used are:

• Shortest Path Forwarding (SPF): a route between
node i to node j follows a shortest path from i to j
under a given metric associated with the links.

• Valiant load balancing (VLB): a route between node
i to node j is chosen by first determining an interme-
diate node k and then routing i to k followed by k to
j. To provably obtain high throughput, it is advanta-
geous to spread traffic from i to j over a large number
of paths. Accordingly, k may be chosen through a
pseudo-random hash of the traffic flow id (non-vol-
atile components of the TCP/IP header). SPF may
be used to route from i to k and from k to j. Traffic
split ratios to different intermediate nodes k could be
equal or unequal.

• Traffic Engineering (TE): routes may be chosen
through consideration of one of traffic matrix and the
network topology (through measurement, for exam-
ple), and an optimization procedure, so as to split
traffic between each node pair i,j along paths from i
to j. This may be done, for example, through optimi-
zation (e.g., multi-commodity flow optimization) pro-
ducing a routing that need not take shortest paths,
or alternatively through tuning of SPF weights and
use of SPF.

[0082] Assume there are n1 nodes of type 1 and n2
nodes of type 2, and thus a total of n=n1+n2 nodes. Re-
lationships may be stated among parameters as follows:
[0083] The construction works as follows. The two
node types may be viewed as logically arranged around
a circle. (This circle has nothing to do with physical layout
- it is merely a convenient device for describing how edg-
es are placed in the network. The physical layout is ar-
bitrary.) Add links between nodes as follows:

1. Connect each node to nodes i-1 and i+1 mod n.

2. Connect each node to other nodes in increments
of n/(d1-2) positions away around the circle (mod n).
This uses degree d1 at each node of both types and
consumes all links of type 1 nodes.

3. Repeat step 2, considering just the smaller em-
bedded ring of type 2 nodes, and connecting each
type 2 node to other type 2 nodes in increments of
n2/(d2-d1) positions away around the circle (mod
n2). This consumes all links of type 2 nodes.

[0084] A generalization on steps 1,2 is to use any d1-
regular (connected) graph topology in the first layer. Oth-
er specific examples include: (i) connect each node to
nodes up to d1/2 positions away in either direction around
the circle, (ii) (d1/2)-dimensional torus if the number of
nodes is a d1-th power. Similarly, step 3 can be gener-
alized for the interconnection among type 2 nodes.
[0085] A variation of the construction can be used
where all links are bi-partite - that is between type (1) and
type (2). This leads to the optimized VLB interconnect in
the second example below described with respect to Fig-
ure 8. In that example, a version is also provided which
uses 144-port switches for type (1) and type (2) switches.
The third example of Figure 9, which is a variation of the
second example, allows scaling up to 200,000 servers
for interconnection.
[0086] A convenient way to think of the construction is
that the n nodes are first embedded (randomly or regu-
larly) in a regular 2 dimensional lattice of dimension d1,
and then the type 2 nodes are embedded (again, ran-
domly or regularly) in another regular 2 dimensional lat-
tice of dimension d2-d1. The type 2 nodes provide "short
cuts" through the original lattice.
[0087] The lattice can be created with considerable
flexibility for growth, by leaving holes in the embedding,
and by realization through nodes of slightly larger degree
d1’ and d2’ (d1 < d1’ and d2 < d2’), leaving spare ports
for organic and simple accommodation of new nodes.

Example 1 (with calculation):

[0088] Referring to Figure 7, the following example
shows an interconnect topology 700 allowing a full rate
fabric in a 40,000 server data center. Using more con-
crete terminology, assume:
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1. L2 access switches, of type (1), with p = 20 10G
ports for access (facing top-of-rack switches), and
degree d1 = 20 10G ports on network side. There
are n1 = 48 of these.

2. L2 transit switches of type (2), with degree d2 =
100 10G ports (assume no access side ports for
now). There are n2 = 24 of these.

[0089] Then, there is:

Total nodes = n = n1 + n2

Average node degree d = (n1*d1 + n2*d2)/n

Average (bidirectional) demand between a given
pair of type (1) switches = (1/n)*(p + p) = 2p/n, as-
suming either VL B or TE

Number of switch (1) pairs = n1*(n1-1)/2

Average (bidirectional) demand between a given
pair of type (1) and type (2) switch = (1/n)*p (since
type (2) switches do not have access) = p/n

Number of switch (1), (2) pairs = n1*n2

Total demand between above switch pairs =
(2p/n)*n1*(n1-1)/2 + (p/n)* n1*n2 = (p/n)*n1 *(n1 +
n2 - 1)

Average hop length of shortest paths can be approx-
imated by sqrt(n/d).

Hence, total bandwidth-hops used (units of 10G) =
(p/n)*n1*(n1 + n2 - 1)* sqrt(n/d)

Number of 10G links in network = n*d/2

Hence, average link utilization = [(p/n)*n1*(n1 + n2
- 1)* sqrt(n/d)]/(n*d/2) (which should be less than 1
to support full rate any to any traffic matrices).

[0090] These are average numbers. To obtain exact
numbers, parameters may be chosen to determine the
routing and the split ratios for VLB and TE.
[0091] Assuming a 10Gport costs $1 K on average,
the total cost is about $4.1M.
[0092] Example 2 (optimized VLB interconnect):
[0093] Referring to Figure 8, a simpler interconnect to-
pology 800 may be gotten for this particular scenario (20
x 10G hose) by optimizing VLB split ratios as follows.

1. Connect each type (1) node to n2 = 20 type (2)
nodes using one 10G port for each. (There are no
links between two type (1) nodes or two type (2)
nodes.)

2. Use VLB with split ratios of 1/20 -- each type (1)
node splits to all n2 = 20 type (2) nodes.

[0094] Then, all links are fully utilized.

Ports on each type (1) node = 20 + 20 = 40

Ports on each (2) node = 48 (one to each type (1)
node).

Total 10G ports used = 48*40 + 20*48 = 2880 (each
100% utilized)

That adds to about $2.9M (@$1 K per port).

[0095] To compare with the earlier design, if each link
utilization is reduced to 0.7 (comparing apples to apples),
the result is 2880/0.7 = 4115 ports. That is about $4.1 M
(comparable with earlier design cost).
[0096] Referring again to Figure 6 above, using 144-
port switches for both type (1) and type (2), the following
interconnection is obtained. This can support up to 144
x 36 x 20 = 103,680 servers.

Example 3 (Double Scaling the Optimized VLB Intercon-
nect):

[0097] Referring now to Figure 9, by duplicating the
topology discussed above in Figure 6 and connecting
each TOR to type (1) switches in different copies of the
topology, the interconnect topology 900 may be scaled
to 2 x 144 x 36 x 20 - 207,360 servers.

Routing and Traffic Engineering

[0098] An oblivious routing strategy may be illustrated
based on Valiant load balancing for the topology shown
and discussed above with respect to Figure 6. Consider
an end-to-end flow between two servers entering the net-
work at TOR-A and exiting TOR-B. This flow follows the
path TOR-A -> Type (1) switch (connected to TOR-A) -
> Type (2) switch -> Type (1) switch (connected to TOR-
B) -> TOR-B in the network. Conceptually, flows entering
the network at a given TOR are split in the ratio 1/n2 =
1/72 to each intermediate node type (2) switch. It can be
verified that such a split ratio leads to complete utilization
of all 10G links in the network when each server line card
ingresses/egresses traffic at full line rates of 1G.
[0099] To prevent packet-reordering (and its potential
impact on TCP performance), each flow can be hashed
to an intermediate node (based on the 5-tuple flow iden-
tifier, for example). To hide server addresses in the core
network and to implement the two-phase routing as
above, two levels of encapsulation/tunneling (see, for ex-
ample, RFC 2003 or the IEEE 802.1 ah standard, ht-
tp://www.ieee802.org/1/pages/802.1ah.html) is used for
forwarding packets in the core network.
[0100] The foregoing detailed description of the inven-
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tion has been presented for purposes of illustration and
description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit
the invention to the precise form disclosed. Many modi-
fications and variations are possible in light of the above
teaching. The described embodiments were chosen in
order to best explain the principles of the invention and
its practical application to thereby enable others skilled
in the art to best utilize the invention in various embodi-
ments and with various modifications as are suited to the
particular use contemplated. It is intended that the scope
of the invention be defined by the claims appended here-
to.

The following is a list of further preferred embodi-
ments of the invention:

[0101]

Embodiment 1: An interconnection topology for a da-
ta center, comprising:

a plurality of servers (210) in the data center;

a plurality of nodes (206) of a network in the data
center through which data packets may be rout-
ed; and

a routing scheme (300) used in the data center
where the routing is oblivious to the traffic pat-
tern between nodes (206) in the network;

wherein the interconnection topology contains
a plurality of paths (207) between one or more
servers.

Embodiment 2: The interconnection topology of em-
bodiment 1, further comprising a component on one
of a server or a node that contributes to the routing
scheme by the component limiting traffic traversing
the component so as to prevent sustained overload
on any link of the paths taken by the traffic.

Embodiment 3: The interconnection topology of em-
bodiment 2, wherein the traffic limiting component is
TCP.

Embodiment 4: The interconnection topology of em-
bodiment 1, wherein a route between a node i to a
node j is chosen by first determining an intermediate
node k and then routing i to k followed by k to j.

Embodiment 5: The interconnection topology of em-
bodiment 4, further comprising a directory service,
wherein packets sent by a server without specific
routing instructions are directed to an intermediate
node k, the node k consulting the directory service
to determine a destination server for the packet and
a routing from k to j.

Embodiment 6: The interconnection topology of em-
bodiment 4, wherein a packet is modified using en-
capsulation to direct the packet to the selected inter-
mediate node.

Embodiment 7: The interconnection topology of em-
bodiment 4, wherein k is chosen through a random
or pseudo-random hash of non-volatile components
of a TCP/IP header of the data packet.

Embodiment 8: The interconnection topology of em-
bodiment 1, wherein the routing scheme used is Val-
iant load balancing.

Embodiment 9: The interconnection topology of em-
bodiment 4, wherein the fraction of traffic sent to each
intermediate node k is not the same for all nodes k.

Embodiment 10: The interconnection topology of
embodiment 4, wherein packets can go from i to j
without passing through k if node k does not lie on
the shortest path between i and j.

Embodiment 11: An interconnection topology for a
data center, comprising:

a plurality of nodes through which data packets
may be routed;

a topology of switches providing a plurality of
paths between servers; and

a routing scheme employing Valiant load bal-
ancing to allow data packet transfers to take
place from any node to any other node, the rout-
ing scheme dividing traffic among the plurality
of paths, the routing scheme selecting a route
between first and second nodes by first deter-
mining an intermediate node and routing
through the intermediate node.

Embodiment 12: The interconnection topology of
embodiment 11, the routing scheme being an adap-
tive routing scheme that chooses routes by consid-
ering at least one of a traffic matrix, congested links,
the network topology and put together with an opti-
mization procedure, so as to split traffic between in-
termediate nodes in unequal ratios.

Embodiment 13: The interconnection topology of
embodiment 11, further comprising at least one of a
control plane and a directory service that adaptively
adjust the routing scheme in the event of node or
link failure by causing data packets to avoid switches
or links that have failed.

Embodiment 14: The interconnection topology of
embodiment 11, further comprising a directory serv-
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ice wherein the source of the packet or a switch on
the path of the packet uses the directory service to
identify one or more addresses of servers appropri-
ate to receive the packet.

Embodiment 15: The interconnection topology of
embodiment 14, wherein the directory service pro-
vides addresses used in constructing a data packet,
the addresses specifying at least one of an interme-
diate or destination node, switch, or server.

Embodiment 16: An interconnection topology for a
data center, comprising:

a plurality of servers in the data center;

a plurality of nodes through which data packets
may be routed; and

a routing scheme allowing data packet transfers
to take place from any node to any other node,
the routing scheme including:

a directory service for providing routing in-
formation to reach a destination server,

an agent for looking up at least one of a
destination address or switch address for
each data packet using the directory serv-
ice, and

an encapsulator that modifies data packets
so that they pass through at least one of a
destination server or an intermediate
switch.

Embodiment 17: The interconnection topology of
embodiment 16, the encapsulator selecting different
intermediate nodes to spread load without causing
packet reordering.

Embodiment 18: The interconnection topology of
embodiment 16, the routing scheme using Valiant
load balancing wherein no node is asked to send or
receive more traffic than its network interface can
support at a given time.

Embodiment 19: The interconnection topology of
embodiment 18, wherein the intermediate node
through which a data packet is routed is chosen
through a random or pseudo-random hash of non-
volatile components of a TCP/IP header of a data
packet.

Embodiment 20: The interconnection topology of
embodiment 16, the routing scheme between source
and destination nodes following a shortest path be-
tween the source and destination nodes under a giv-

en metric associated with the links between the plu-
rality of nodes.

Claims

1. An interconnection topology for a data center, com-
prising:

a plurality of servers (210) in the data center;
a plurality of nodes (206) of a network in the data
center through which data packets may be rout-
ed, wherein the plurality of nodes are of at least
two types, wherein nodes of a first type provide
access, and wherein nodes of a second or a
higher type act as transit between nodes of the
first type; and
wherein the data center is adapted to use a rout-
ing scheme (300) where a route between a node
i to a node j is chosen by first determining an
intermediate node k and then routing i to k fol-
lowed by k to j;
wherein the interconnection topology contains
a plurality of paths (207) between one or more
servers.

2. The interconnection topology of claim 1, further com-
prising a component on one of a server or a node
that contributes to the routing scheme by the com-
ponent limiting traffic traversing the component so
as to prevent overload on any link of the paths taken
by the traffic.

3. The interconnection topology of claim 2, wherein the
traffic limiting component is TCP.

4. The interconnection topology of claim 1, further com-
prising a directory service, wherein packets sent by
a server without specific routing instructions are di-
rected to an intermediate node k, the node k con-
sulting the directory service to determine a destina-
tion server for the packet and a routing from k to j.

5. The interconnection topology of claim 1, wherein a
packet is modified using encapsulation to direct the
packet to the selected intermediate node.

6. The interconnection topology of claim 1, wherein k
is chosen through a random or pseudo-random hash
of non-volatile components of a TCP/IP header of
the data packet.

7. The interconnection topology of claim 1, wherein the
routing scheme used is Valiant load balancing.

8. The interconnection topology of claim 1, wherein a
fraction of traffic sent to each intermediate node k is
not the same for all nodes k, and/or wherein packets
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can go from i to j without passing through k if node
k does not lie on the shortest path between i and j.

9. A method of operating an interconnection topology
for a data center, the interconnection topology com-
prising a plurality of nodes through which data pack-
ets may be routed, and a topology of switches pro-
viding a plurality of paths between servers, the meth-
od comprising:

using a routing scheme where a route between
a node i to a node j is chosen by

determining an intermediate node k, where-
in k is chosen through a random or pseudo-
random hash of non-volatile components of
a TCP/IP header of the data packet; and
routing from i to k followed by k to j.

10. The method of claim 9, the routing scheme being an
adaptive routing scheme that chooses routes by con-
sidering at least one of a traffic matrix, congested
links, the network topology and put together with an
optimization procedure, so as to split traffic between
intermediate nodes in unequal ratios.

11. The method of claim 9, wherein the interconnection
topology further comprises at least one of:

a control plane;
a directory service that adaptively adjust the
routing scheme in the event of node or link failure
by causing data packets to avoid switches or
links that have failed; and
a directory service wherein the source of the
packet or a switch on the path of the packet uses
the directory service to identify one or more ad-
dresses of servers appropriate to receive the
packet, wherein the directory service provides
addresses used in constructing a data packet,
the addresses specifying at least one of an in-
termediate or destination node, switch, or serv-
er.

12. The method of claim 9, wherein the interconnection
topology comprises the features according to any of
claims 2 to 8.

Patentansprüche

1. Verbindungs-Topologie für ein Rechenzentrum,
welche umfasst:

eine Vielzahl von Servern (210) in dem Rechen-
zentrum;
eine Vielzahl von Knoten (206) eines Netzwerks
in dem Rechenzentrum, durch welche Datenpa-

kete geleitet werden können, wobei die Vielzahl
der Knoten aus wenigstens zwei Typen beste-
hen, wobei Knoten eines ersten Typs Zugriff er-
möglichen, und wobei Knoten eines zweiten
oder höheren Typs als Durchleitung zwischen
Knoten des ersten Typs tätig sind; und
wobei das Rechenzentrum eingerichtet ist, ein
Routing-Schema (300) zu verwenden, bei dem
eine Route zwischen einem Knoten i zu einem
Knoten j dadurch gewählt wird, dass zuerst ein
Zwischenknoten k bestimmt und dann ein Rou-
ting von i nach k, gefolgt von k nach j, durchge-
führt wird;
wobei die Verbindungs-Topologie eine Vielzahl
von Pfaden (207) zwischen einem oder mehre-
ren Servern umfasst.

2. Verbindungs-Topologie nach Anspruch 1, welche
weiterhin eine Komponente auf einem Server oder
einem Knoten umfasst, welche zu dem Routing-
Schema dadurch beiträgt, dass die Komponente den
Verkehr begrenzt, welcher die Komponente durch-
läuft, um eine Überlastung auf irgendeiner Verbin-
dung der Pfade, welche von dem Verkehr genom-
men werden, zu verhindern.

3. Verbindungs-Topologie nach Anspruch 2, wobei die
Komponente, welche den Verkehr begrenzt, TCP ist.

4. Verbindungs-Topologie nach Anspruch 1, welche
weiterhin einen Verzeichnisdienst umfasst, wobei
Pakete, welche von einem Server ohne besondere
Routing-Anweisungen gesendet wurden, an einen
Zwischenknoten k gelenkt werden, wobei der Kno-
ten k den Verzeichnisdienst befragt, um einen Ziel-
Server für das Paket und ein Routing von k nach j
zu bestimmen.

5. Verbindungs-Topologie nach Anspruch 1, wobei ein
Paket unter Verwendung von Datenkapselung ver-
ändert wird, um das Paket zu dem ausgewählten
Zwischenknoten zu lenken.

6. Verbindungs-Topologie nach Anspruch 1, wobei k
durch ein zufalls- oder pseudo-zufalls-Hash aus
nicht-flüchtigen Bestandteilen eines TCP/IP-Hea-
ders des Datenpakets gewählt wird.

7. Verbindungs-Topologie nach Anspruch 1, wobei das
verwendete Routing-Schema das der Valiant-Last-
verteilung ist.

8. Verbindungs-Topologie nach Anspruch 1, wobei ein
Anteil des Verkehrs, welcher zu jedem Zwischen-
knoten k gesendet wird, nicht derselbe für alle Kno-
ten k ist, und/oder wobei Pakete von i nach j gelan-
gen können ohne k zu durchlaufen, wenn Knoten k
nicht auf dem kürzesten Weg zwischen i und j liegt.
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9. Verfahren zum Betreiben einer Verbindungs-Topo-
logie für ein Rechenzentrum, wobei die Verbin-
dungs-Topologie eine Vielzahl von Knoten, durch
welche Datenpakete geleitet werden können, und
eine Topologie von Switches, welche eine Vielzahl
von Pfaden zwischen Servern bieten, umfasst, wo-
bei das Verfahren umfasst:

Verwenden eines Routing-Schemas, wobei ei-
ne Route zwischen einem Knoten i zu einem
Knoten j wie folgt gewählt wird:

Bestimmen eines Zwischenknoten k, wobei
k durch ein zufalls- oder pseudozufalls-
Hash aus nicht-flüchtigen Bestandteilen ei-
nes TCP/IP-Headers des Datenpakets ge-
wählt wird; und
Routing von i nach k, gefolgt von k nach j.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, wobei das Routing-
Schema durch Berücksichtigen von wenigstens ei-
ner Verkehrsmatrix, überfüllten Verbindungen oder
der Netzwerktopologie sowie durch Zusammenfü-
gen mit einem Optimierungsverfahren ein anpas-
sungsfähiges Routing-Schema ist, um so den Ver-
kehr zwischen Zwischenknoten in ungleichen Ver-
hältnissen aufzuteilen.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Verbindungs-
Topologie weiterhin wenigstens umfasst:

eine Steuerungsebene;
einen Verzeichnisdienst, welcher das Routing-
Schema im Falle eines Ausfalls eines Knotens
oder einer Verbindung durch ein Bewirken, dass
Datenpakete die Knoten oder Verbindungen
vermeiden, welche ausgefallen sind, anpas-
sungsfähig regelt; oder
einen Verzeichnisdienst, wobei die Quelle des
Pakets oder ein Switch auf dem Pfad des Paktes
den Verzeichnisdienst verwenden, um eine oder
mehrere Adressen von Servern zu ermitteln,
welche geeignet sind, das Paket zu empfangen,
wobei der Verzeichnisdienst Adressen bereit-
stellt, welche beim Aufbau eines Datenpakets
verwendet werden, wobei die Adressen wenigs-
tens einen Zwischen- oder Zielknoten, einen
Switch oder einen Server bestimmen.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Verbindungs-
Topologie die Merkmale in Übereinstimmung mit ir-
gendeinem der Ansprüche 2 bis 8 umfasst.

Revendications

1. Topologie d’interconnexion pour un centre de don-
nées, comprenant :

une pluralité de serveurs (210) dans le centre
de données,
une pluralité de noeuds (206) de réseau dans
le centre de données au travers desquels peu-
vent être routés des paquets de données, la plu-
ralité de noeuds étant constituée d’au moins
deux types, les noeuds d’un premier type pro-
curant un accès et les noeuds d’un second type
ou type supérieur agissant comme noeuds de
transition entre les noeuds du premier type, et
dans laquelle le centre de données est conçu
pour utiliser un principe de routage (300) ou la
route entre un noeud i et un noeud j est choisie
en déterminant tout d’abord un noeud intermé-
diaire k puis en routant de i à k puis de k à j,
dans laquelle la topologie d’interconnexion con-
tient une pluralité de chemins (207) entre un ou
plusieurs serveurs.

2. Topologie d’interconnexion selon la revendication 1,
comprenant en outre un composant sur l’un d’un ser-
veur ou d’un noeud qui contribue au principe de rou-
tage du fait du composant de limitation du trafic qui
traverse le composant de façon à empêcher toute
surcharge sur un lien quelconque des chemins pris
par le trafic.

3. Topologie d’interconnexion selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel le composant de limitation de trafic est
le protocole TCP.

4. Topologie d’interconnexion selon la revendication 1,
comprenant en outre un service d’annuaire dans le-
quel des paquets envoyés par un serveur sans ins-
tructions spécifiques de routage sont dirigés vers un
noeud intermédiaire k, le noeud k interrogeant le ser-
vice d’annuaire afin de déterminer un serveur de
destination pour le paquet et un routage depuis k
jusqu’à j.

5. Topologie d’interconnexion selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle un paquet est modifié en utilisant une
encapsulation afin de diriger le paquet vers le noeud
intermédiaire sélectionné

6. Topologie d’interconnexion selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle le noeud k est choisi par l’intermédiaire
d’une procédure de hachage aléatoire ou pseudo
aléatoire de composantes non volatiles d’un en-tête
TCP/IP du paquet de données.

7. Topologie d’interconnexion selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle le principe de routage utilisé est l’équi-
librage de charge de type Valiant

8. Topologie d’interconnexion selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle une fraction du trafic, envoyée à cha-
que noeud k intermédiaire, n’est pas identique pour
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tous les noeuds k et/ou dans laquelle des paquets
peuvent aller de i à j sans passer par k si le noeud
k ne réside pas sur le chemin le plus court entre i et j.

9. Procédé de mise en oeuvre d’une topologie d’inter-
connexion pour un centre de données, la topologie
d’interconnexion comprenant une pluralité de
noeuds au travers desquels peuvent être routés des
paquets de données, et une topologie de commuta-
teurs fournissant une pluralité de chemins entre les
serveurs, le procédé comprenant :

l’utilisation d’un principe de routage ou une route
entre un noeud i et un noeud j est choisi par
la détermination d’un noeud intermédiaire k, le
noeud k étant choisi par l’intermédiaire d’une
procédure de hachage aléatoire ou pseudo
aléatoire de composantes non volatiles d’un en-
tête TCP/IP du paquet de données, et
le routage depuis i jusqu’à k puis par k jusqu’à j.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 9, le principe de rou-
tage étant un principe de routage adaptatif qui choisit
des chemins en considérant au moins l’une d’une
matrice de trafic, de liaisons congestionnées, d’une
topologie du réseau, placées ensemble grâce à une
procédure d’optimisation de façon à séparer le trafic
entre des noeuds intermédiaires en ratios inégaux.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 9, dans lequel la to-
pologie d’interconnexion comprend en outre au
moins l’un parmi :

un plan de commande,
un service d’annuaire qui ajuste de manière
adaptative le principe de routage dans l’éven-
tualité d’une défaillance de noeud ou de liaison
en amenant les paquets de données à éviter les
commutateurs ou les liaisons qui sont en défaut,
et
un service d’annuaire dans lequel la source du
paquet ou un commutateur sur le chemin du pa-
quet utilise le service d’annuaire afin d’identifier
une ou plusieurs adresses de serveurs conve-
nant à la réception du paquet, le service d’an-
nuaire fournissant des adresses utilisées lors de
l’élaboration d’un paquet de données, les adres-
ses spécifiant au moins l’un d’un noeud inter-
médiaire ou de destination, d’un commutateur
ou d’un serveur.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 9, dans lequel la to-
pologie d’interconnexion comprend les fonctions
conformes à l’une quelconque des revendications 2
à 8.
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